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Chapter 3
“Ma'am… MA’AM!“ Jacey whooped from across the hanger. 

Careful to not spill her kavee, Celia reversed course and headed to investigate 
the caterwaul. Was it always this hard to launch a ship? She rounded the stern, and 
Jacey was fending off the ground-crew, and they clambered up ladders to affix a 
Digi-tag to the open compartment. From this distance, it looked like a herd of 
bearded children trying to climb over him. Shit. Celia's eyes flicked away from 
the commotion toward the ready room. The Major was still sitting amidst a slew 
of holo screens, and hopefully, one wasn't a live feed of the hanger floor.

“What seems to be the matter here?“ Celia didn’t have to pretend to be angry.

The scrum froze in an intricate knot of limbs. The Crew Chief stepped 
forward, and the living knot began to untie itself.

"This one be diggin' into our places without approval." The baritone register 
of male or female Nørn belied their stature. "Rules say we must ground the 
aircraft and re-do the work." The Chief spoke in that measured, Nørnish fashion 
to mutters of agreement from his crew.

Celia adjusted her stance to what she hoped looked more commanding. Being 
nearly 1.8 meters tall made that task easy with most folks. She touched her face 
as she thought about the Crew Chief's words, then added some weight to her 
voice. 

“Were you digging into their works, Ensign?“ Celia flared her eyes in hopes 
Jacey would catch on.

The ground crew stared at the pilot. 

“Uh… I…“ The Ensign looked lost.

“Well?“ Celia followed up as her thick eyebrows raised.

“Y, yes…?“ 

Her eyes hardened. 

“I mean, no… Ma'am.“ Jacey went slack.
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The ground crew's small dark eyes looked back at Celia.

“Which is it, Ensign? Yes, or, no.“ Celia made her best drill sergeant 
impression.

“No, I only opened the hatch to see if these were rebuilt drives or old ones… 
Ma'am.“ Jacey raised his eyebrows in hope.

“I see… Did you touch anything in the engine bays?“ She said.

“No, Ma'am,“ Eyes shifted back to Jacey. 

“Well, Chief. It sounds like everything is still in order, just a slight 
misunderstanding. I gave my pilot permission to take a preflight to peek at the 
drives.“ Celia tapped twice for luck.

“This news is good, Cadet Captain.“ Celia's heart restarted, “Both your and 
the Cadet Ensign's honesty will reflect well in the discipline hearing following 
our report.“ The Crew Chief’s thick tusks poked out from his lips, “Now, stand 
aside so we may prepare this ship for a complete overhaul.“ 

A ground crewman attached the Digi-tag to the hatch, and the holographic 
word GROUNDED flashed. Was the test was over before it had begun? Had she 
made a mistake to allow her pilot to inspect the ship before they were to head off 
into space for the unknown? Would Kr'lTraax have avoided this if she was here? 
She stole a glance to the ready-room. There had to be a way through this. 

“Excuse me, Chief?“ Her head thumped and pounded as she searched for the 
opening, “We're wheels-up in an hour, and this bird is mine until I bring her back 
tonight.“

"Maintenance Protocol Manual, section four, paragraph eleven, requires a 
complete ship review if any system has been tampered with before handover." A 
holo-screen displayed the section, "Once a Digi-tag has been secured, we must 
follow the procedures to the fullest, or we be negligent in our duties." The Crew 
Chief said with a nod.

Nørn were the absolute best system developers and managers, but this was 
well past ridiculous. Celia spotted Major Skandii's unique silhouette exiting the 
ready room. Now the bulbous head-torso section of the Protean exo-suit with 
four arms was clear as day. Celia’s mind grasped for a bobbing hope in a sea of 
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terrible possibilities. Their test mission being scrubbed; Jacey facing a 
disciplinary board in his first year; she, Hamilton, and Ph’avell not graduating; 
alarmed; Ph'avell not getting his field commission; her dropping to the bottom of 
the duty assignment list; alarm; missing the archeology dig. The months of extra 
work for nothing.

The alarm. Of course. Major Skandii was still far enough; there could be time.

“You’re right, Chief. This is a big problem. You can't send crews off in unsafe 
ships; that would be a disaster in the making. I'm sure all the aircraft under your 
roof are one-hundred percent ready for service. From this old lander to those 
Dragonflies over there," Celia said.

Jacey's face went slack as the Nørn ground crew puffed up with another 
victory for order and rules. 

“Yes, they all are Cadet Captain. Thank you for recognizing that we only 
release fully operational ships.“ The Chief’s articulated ears stood tall as his crew 
gathered around him in triumph.

"I'm impressed in your willingness to call out your own crew's mistake. For 
that, you deserve the honor of telling Major Skandii why she came in this early 
for nothing.“ Celia nodded in deference.

“Our mistake?“ The crew chief’s ears lowered, “But, your man violated our 
hatch.“ 

Celia walked away from the Tempest and into the open hanger as the Crew 
Chief followed.

“While Ensign Cort did open the hatch, it wasn't sealed per regulations." Celia 
pointed back to the Tempest, "We know this because that gods-awful alarm 
would've howled away. Regulations state, once the ship is ours, those seals and 
what's behind them are our responsibility. Until then, they're yours. A sensible 
regulation, we can all agree. But with no active alarm, the ship wasn't fully 
prepped for the handover, and we could have handed a potentially dangerous 
spacecraft." She paused and looked back toward the ready-room, "Ah, looks like 
Major Skandii is on the way."

Celia took another sip of kavee and watched the Crew Chief drown in his 
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own sea of hopelessness. She waited a moment before she tossed out the lifeline. 

“It's a shame there isn't another ship in your hanger ready to go.“ 

She took another drink. C’mon, take the bait…

The Major's approaching footfalls echoed like a timpani section in the silent 
hanger. 

Jacey, go introduce yourself to the Major. @CVickersLCDR

Ensign ran to intercept the woman who held all their futures in the palm of 
one of her four hands.

“Chief, I wish there was another way, but if there isn’t another ship available, 
I need to get my crew out of your hair and try to reschedule.“ Celia tried to frame 
the nearest Dragonfly off her hip. 

The Crew Chief scratched the thick tuft of hair on his chin as he grunted to 
himself. The venerable Nørn's eyes drifted past her and his face lifted as 
imperceptible words formed on his snout. Bingo!

“Cadet Captain, I see no reason to delay your sortie because this ship has a 
faulty alarm sensor when we have an alternate ship at the ready.“ He spoke with 
a rare urgency, “That J sixty-seven is mission ready.“ 

“If you can ensure our oh-seven-hundred wheels up, it will have to do, Chief.
“ Her heart raced. It worked.

Before she could blink, the Crew Chief's assistant dashed over and thrust a 
new ship manifest before her. Celia steadied her hand as she pressed a thumb to 
the tablet screen and made the verbal confirmation. The confused ground crew 
scurried off as Celia looked to fit the last piece of the puzzle into place.

"Ensign, please work with our ground crew to move ships and preflight the 
Dragonfly," Celia said as matter-of-factly as she could muster.

Jacey saluted Major Skandii and pivoted on his heels. 

“Aye aye,“ He rushed off as the ground crew scattered. 

The flurry busy footfalls fell away, and only the distinct wheeze of a Protean 
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exo-suit remained.

“Cadet Captain, are we still on schedule?“ The electronic tone of Major 
Skandii’s vocalizer nullified any personality. 

Celia saluted.

"Sir, yes, sir, we are on schedule." The Major held a satchel in one hand, digi-
papers in another, and a new Protean food canister in yet another. Meanwhile, 
her free hand tapped against the exo-suit. Did the Major know that led up to 
now?

“At ease,“ Dark shapes, maybe eyes, moved behind the Major’s inky helmet 
visor. “Is there a problem, Cadet Captain?“

Celia saw the glowing Digi-tag in the reflection of the Major's visor. 

"No problems Ma'am, just thanking the finest ground crew in the Corps for 
looking out for us. Seems they spotted an inconsistency with a drive system 
sensor alarm. Rather than scrap the mission, they transferred our manifest to that 
J Sixty-Seven." Celia motioned toward the Dragonfly. 

The exo-suit hydro pressurizers marked the passage of time like a 
metronome, and Celia held her breath as if the survival of the entire galaxy rode 
on this gambit. Well, at least, hers did. Then Celia swore she caught a hint of 
excitement behind the Major's visor. 

“Is your pilot checked out on this airframe?“ The Major’s arms shifted.

"I've told the crew, and I'll have her ready for launch in two shakes of a fire 
rabbit's tail, Ma'am." Jacey rushed past as if on cue.

The Major edged toward the Dragonfly, and Celia let out a long breath. 

Celia waived down the Crew Chief from behind the Major’s back. 

“Keep her happy until we take off.“ Celia nodded toward the Major.

Celia made sure Ph'avell hadn't unloaded everything. He grumbled 
something about officers making their minds up, then grabbed a few ground 
crew to expedite his move. Celia spotted Maxtron dashing from the Tempest 
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with a few of the Nørn ground-crew on his heels. 

“Maybe the Major can get you to move your fat ass?“ Maxtron smoothed out 
any wrinkles in his flight suit,   

“What going on?“ Celia blocked his path.

“Your science officer won't switch ships. Say's, he's already settled in. And, 
that we should wait for the ground crew to do their inspection on this ship."

“He what?“ Celia’s stomach churned.

“He refused to obey my orders.“ Maxtron gripped, “I told you he should have 
been replaced.“ 

Celia was beginning to think this day was cursed. She grabbed Maxtron's arm 
and marched him back to the Tempest. When they entered the glorified cupboard 
of a science lab, Hamilton was 'busy' working.

"Why exactly haven't you moved to the Dragonfly?" Celia remained 
measured.

“The next time you want something from me, don’t send an errand boy.“ The 
Gurch gruffed.

“I’m nobody’s errand boy.“ Maxtron’s hair looked ruffled.

“Gods, will both of you please stop?“ She stepped closer to Hamilton, “The 
new ship has a much bigger lab, and the ground crew will move everything for 
you. The sooner we let them, the sooner we can do the mission and get home.“ 

Hamilton stood hunched in the cramped room, his arms crossed.

"You need these field credits to graduate, too," Celia emphasized.

Hamilton had been a reluctant participant all along; only when she showed 
him the graduation requirements did he finally agree to participate in the 
mission. Come to think of it, Kr'lTraax and Jacey were the only ones who decided 
to join the mission straight away, and she was now spending the day at a gala 
event.

“Actually, I just looked into that.” A holo screen appeared next to him, “Load-
in and flight prep count toward my total. So, if I stay in here for two more hours, 
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plus two hours of load-out, I met the minimum requirement." He kept his back to 
her.

She couldn't believe he would sacrifice her chances to graduate because he 
was too stubborn to move ships? How many parties and dinners had she 
dragged him out of his lab, only for him to have the best time ever. His words. 
He was always reluctant to join in on the unknown. Was he scared? Celia hadn't 
considered how out of his comfort zone; all of this was. 

"Max, thanks for bringing this to my attention. Jacey will need someone with 
your experience to work with the crew chief to finalize the preflight. The last 
thing we need is the Major to spot something. How about you oversee that?"

“Are you sure?“ The young Terran hesitated.

“I’ll take it from here.“ She said.

The executive officer departed, and Hamilton's fiddling stopped. She walked 
into the cramped lab space, and she spotted his kavee cup sitting out of arm's 
reach.

“You drink your kavee?“ She slid the cup closer to his hand.

“Not thirsty.“

At group dinners, Hamilton was notorious for picking the table clean. 
Whatever scared him would derail them all, and now she had to get the most 
intelligent person in Stonegate, maybe the entire Corps, to change his mind.

"Listen, Doc. I sure you don't really want to leave Ph'avell or me in the lurch, 
and you're not really mad at Maxtron for being… well, Maxtron. But the ship 
switch was the only way we can run the mission today. And if we don't go today, 
I don't graduate early, and I miss my archeological trip." Celia looked up to see if 
he was reacting, "I know it's not part of the plan, but sometimes we need to roll 
with things. So, would you roll with me on this?"

“The J thirty-four is one of the safest ships in the fleet, and the J sixty-seven 
has no safety record.“

Celia felt the ice crack.

“Right, but if you think about it, neither do I.“ Celia leaned against the bench 
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next to him, “I’m terrified to mess everything up for you four. And my best shot 
at not doing that is with you on board. I need you to keep an eye on me.“

Hamilton's mouth opened and closed a few times as he looked at her. 

“I planned every aspect of the mission and couched my concern in safety 
statistics.“ Hamilton’s wet eyes softened, “I know it's not your fault we have to 
switch ships.” 

Hamilton knolled a few items on the workbench as his brow worked 
overtime.

“I’ll still go if you'll have me.“ He whispered.

“You sure?“ 

He nodded as he picked up his kavee.

“That means a lot Doc.“ She patted his thick arm.

Celia thumped the hull twice, and three Nørn rushed in with lev-dollies and 
packed up the equipment. She picked up her flight bag and headed toward 
Tempest’s exit.

Max, the ground crew, is headed your way with Lieutenant 
Commander Merriweather's equipment. @CVickersLCDR

About time. @BlainLT02

“I won’t let you down again.“ Hamilton gave a worried smile.

“Never happen, as long as we stick together.” Celia looked back at Hamilton, 
“Oh, and Doc?“

“Yes?“

“Make sure the five of us get the Gen9’s before liftoff. Something tells me we'll 
need every bit of help we can get today.“ She pulled the silver case off the dolly 
and plunked it on the bench. “And don’t let the Major doesn't get wind of this, 
either.“ 

“Consider it done.“ He picked up the case and squeezed out of the J-34 hatch, 
leaving her alone.
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Celia leaned back against the bulkhead, looked into the Tempest's modest and 
spartan bridge, and let out a long breath.

“By the Makers, can anything else go wrong today?“
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